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Hello!

Having been grounded from markers due to drawing on my younger sister when I was about 5, I have never stopped 
creating-although no longer on a human substrate!

Quirky, whimsical and with a sense of humor, I like creating strong female characters, fun anthropomorphic animals, 
subtle humor and always a little something happening in the background are the spirit of my illustrations and 
artwork. I love books that keep a child wanting to reread, keep even adults paying attention and have them want to 
turn the page and stay engaged. I love creating illustrations that make the reader take a second look at a drawing or 
spot something that was missed initially. Hidden kangaroo wearing sunglasses? Maybe!

I have taught Visual Arts in a school with 22 different countries represented. I used literacy to begin every lesson and 
multicultural projects and activities was a strong focus. 

As a multifaceted person, My interests range from one extreme to another with the belief and passion that life is so 
full of wonderful things to do and investigate that I fear I will run out of time. Having explored these many avenues 
makes me rich in knowledge, subject matter, skills and inspiration that form the essence of me and how I create. I 
work in many media from cut paper to watercolor. My range of skills run the spectrum from scientific to abstract.

Best Regards,

Angelia McLean

Children’s Book Author/Illustrator
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Click Here for an animation of Esmeralda and Friends

ESMERALDA

Character Illustration

Esmeralda is a little Latina girl who loves books-lots of books-and she loves to read! Esmeralda is  a 
character inspired by another little latina girl I had in my art classroom a number of years ago. This 
little character has a huge imagination and a take charge, independent spirit. 

She first appears in a book I’ve written about some famous fairytales that take a strange turn while she 
attempts to read the stories. There is an aligator who, as an impostor in the fairytale, attempts to eat 
the cat on every page. Esmeralda takes the writing in hand and rewrites the ending recreating the type 
of book she wants to read and makes the two animals friends. So, now she has 2 new friends and the 
adventures begin.
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ESMERALDA IN FRANCE

Living in France, I have been influenced by my surroundings and want to share 
with children the interesting places beyond their own borders with pictures 
and characters.

These characters appear again while illustrating and writing a non-fiction book about France. 
Esmeralda and friends travel around his country, collecting experiences and friends while at the same 
time teaching French, about France and English to Francophones.
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MEETING NEW FRIENDS

8 regions of France are visited by Esmeralda and with each new experience 
comes many new friends who join her throughout the trip.
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LOUISE

Cut Paper Collage Medium Illustrations

Louise is another independent girl who spends every Saturday at her city zoo. She visits her animal 
friends on time without fail doing for them their individual indiosyncracies. Fanny Flamingo loves a 
pedicure for example. What happens when Louise doesn’t arrive 
on Saturday?
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My technique uses various papers, many of which might be wrapping paper or packaging. stickers, 
magazine images for furniture, tissue papers, and different weights of card stock are my media. 
Creating a more 3 dimension or shadow uses raised foam pieces or anything I can find to make the 
image stand off the paper. Illustrations take a considerable amount of time with lots of details.
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ILLUSTRATION AND DIVERSITY

I’ve illustrated for authors who created stories about diverse children or wanted 
to show the diversity found around the world as their subject. Whether illustrating 
in paper or paints, my characters can be found in a multitude of nationalities, 
ethnicities, disabilities and colors with movement and expressions.
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ANIMAL CHARACTERS

So many of my independent little human characters interact often with animals 
who have their own personalities and expressions. They are often doing things in 
the background that encourage a reader to take another look.
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I love creating something or 
someone from nothing with 
my brush, scissors or pencils to 
tell a story. I have a wide range 
of skills, styles and capabilities 
allowing me to work with a 
variety of authors and subjects. 
My art is my life. Thank you for 
viewing my work.
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